
ON CHAINS OF INFINITE ORDER

T. E. HARRIS

!• Introduction* We consider stationary1 stochastic processes Znf

n = 0 , ± 1 , •••, where Zn can take D distinct values, D^>2. It is con-
venient to let the values be Zn=Q, 1, , D — 1. Let u be any sequence
of integers, u = (ul9 u%, •••)• Then the transitions of the process are
described by the functions Qι(u),

(1.1) Q i ( u ) = P ( Z n = i \ Z n ^ = u l 9 Z n ^ ^ = u i f •••) , i = 0 , 1, . . . , Z ? - 1 .

Our aim will be to relate some stochastic properties of the ^-process
to functional properties of the Qi(u). Because of the fact that the
future behavior of Zn depends in general on its complete past history,
we shall refer to these processes as stationary infinite-order chains.

The first systematic study of such chains was made by Onicescu
and Mihoc [13], and was carried on in further papers [14], [15], and
[16] by Onicescu and Mihoc, and [12] by Onicescu. These authors
considered chains of a somewhat more special type which they called
ckaines a liaisons completes. Further results were obtained by Doeblin
and Fortet [6], who applied the term chaine a liaisons completes to any
chain for which the relations

P(Zn=i\Zn-1=uί, , Zn_k~uk)

are specified for every sequence ulf , uk9 k=l, 2, •••, oo. See also
Fortet [8] and Ionescu Tulcea and Marinescu [17].

The authors cited prove, under various hypotheses on the functions
Qt of (1.1), that P(Zn==ί\Z^1==uu *"9Z-k=uk) has a limit as w->oo, and
obtain various other generalizations of the limit theorems for Markov
chains. Also, in [6] the case of cyclic motions is considered. We shall
not treat this case. The case of infinitely many states, stronger hypo-
theses, is treated in [17].

Our point of view is somewhat different. We introduce the random
variables Xn, w=0, ± 1 , •••, defined by

Received March 4, 1954. This research was supported, in part, by the United States
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1 Throughout this paper a " stationary" process, Markov or not, will be a process
which not only has transition laws independent of time but also has a stationary absolute
distribution.
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(1.2) Xn=±ZnJD>.

That is, Xn is the number whose representation in the Zλ ary numeral
system is .Zn_.1Zn_a . (If we make the proper conventions, ambiguities
will have total probability 0.) Thus Xn contains the complete past
history of the Zn process, and is a Markov process whose transition
probabilities are defined in the following way. Let 0 < # < l be a number
whose D-ary expansion is

Observe t h a t Xn=x is equivalent to Zn^=-ulf Zn_2=u2, ••• . Now if
Zn=i, then Xn+1=.iu1u2- = ( i + x)ID . Now let fix) be functions of a?
defined by

(1.3) fi(%)=Qi(u) , i - 0 , •••, Z)- l

where . i ^ is the D-ary expansion of a; and the Q< are defined by
(1.1). If Xn=x, then Xn+1 is formed by applying with probability fι(x)
the transformation [ί 4- ( )]/Z) to Xn that is

(1.4)

The representation (1.2) was used by Borel [3] for the case where
the Zn are independent and equidistributed. Apparently it has not been
systematically exploited for other cases, although an abstract analogue
of (1.2) is used in [17]. The representation (1.2) has the advantage
that Fourier and Laplace transform methods can be used to deal with
the distribution of the complete past history of the ZTO-process.

After making precise the relation between the Zn- and X?rprocesses,
we show the existence of a unique stationary Zw-process whose condi-
tional probabilities

are equal to specified functions Qi9 provided the latter satisfy certain
conditions. This extends a result of Doeblin and Fortet. Next we
study the distribution G(x) of Xn. It is shown that this has one of
three forms, provided certain general conditions of mixing behavior
hold. (1) G(x) has a single jump of magnitude 1 at one of the points
i/(Z>-l), i = 0, •••, J3-1. This is true if and only if P(Z n =i)=l . (2)
G(x)=xf 0 < # < l . This is true if and only if the Zn are independent
and equidistributed on 0, 1, , Z> —1. (3) G(x) is continuous and purely
singular.2

*2 The fact that G is singular if the Zn are independent and not equidistributed was
pointed out to the author by Henry Scheffe.
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Next we consider processes which we shall call grouped Markov
chains. Let Yn> n=Q> ±1, •••, be the variables of a stationary Markov
chain whose states are divided into D mutually exclusive and exhaustive
nonempty subsets Bo, Bly •••, BD_λ. Define Zn=i when YneBiy ί=0, 1,
•• ,D—1. We shall refer to this type of Zw-process as a grouped
Markov chain it is in general not Markovian. We study such chains
for the case where Yn has a finite number of possible states and where
each element of the transition matrix of the reprocess is positive.
Using the Laplace transform, we show how to determine the functions

=--i\Zn_ι=Uι, - - -<, Zn_k=uk)

and

Έ)( ry ή \ 7 oi 7 oi \
JL\Zjn I I ΔJn_\ tl\) ZJn_i l4/2t ' ) 1

as well as the corresponding functions of a real variable /*(#) given
by (1.3). This may be considered a solution of the prediction problem
for grouped Markov chains.

The X?Γprocess is closely related to models which have recently
been used for learning and decision processes by Bush and Mosteller
[4], Bales and Householder [1], Flood [7], and others. The author wishes
to thank these men for stimulating the present line of work.

Theorem 3 can be extended to certain types of these " learning
models." A discussion of certain learning models has been given by
Bellman, Harris, and Shapiro [2] and by Karlin [11]. Karlin's work has
points of contact with ours.3

2* Relation of the Zn- and X^-processes* In this section we make
explicit the relation between the Zn- and Xw-processes and give a general
condition which implies the existence of a Zw-process with prescribed
Qi. Later sections will show that this condition is satisfied in many
instances.4

Let -D>2 be an integer and let ιι=(u1, u2, •) represent a sequence
of integers with 0<jij<D — 1. Let Qt(u) be functions of u, ί=0, 1, •••,
D-l, with

(2.1) Q ^ ) > 0 , i=0, .-., JD-1 f

(2.2) *ΣQι(w) = l

Now if x is a real number, 0<><l , we adopt the following con-
vention about the D-ary expansion of x in the ambiguous cases. The

3 See §4.
1 Further discussion of the relationship follows Theorem 6.
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Z)-ary expansion of x=l will be taken as # = . ( Z ) - 1 ) ( J D - 1 ) . In all
other ambiguous cases, an expansion terminating in 0's will be preferred
to one terminating in (Z>—l)'s. Thus in the decimal system the ex-
pansion of x=l will be .999-•• while the expansion of #=1/2 will be
.5000-•• rather than .499-•• . Thus the D-ary expansion of x is un-
ambiguously defined.

Now define functions /<(#), 0 < # < l , by

(2.3) fi(x)=Qi(u)

where χ=.u1u^ ' .
THEOREM 1. Suppose functions Qt(u) are given satisfying (2.1) and

(2.2) and such that the f^x) defined by (2.3) are Borel-measureable
suppose there exists a distribution G(x), G(0-~ )=0, 6r(l)=l, which satisfies
the functional equation

n-i CDx-j

(2.4) G(x)= Σ fj(v)dG(y) ,
j = 0 JO

Then there exists a stationary process •••ZQ,Z19 ••• , such that Zn has
possible values 0, 1, « , Z ) — 1 , and such that

(2.5) P(Zn=i\Zn-lf Zn^, - .^Q^Z^u Zn-%, •..)

with probability 1.

Proof. We consider a real-valued Markov process •••-Xn, XΛ+i, •••
whose transit ion probabilities are given by

(2.6)

where the /ί(a ) are the functions defined by (2.3). It can be verified
that if G satisfies (2.4), then G is a stationary absolute distribution for
this Markov process we shall suppose that Xn has this distribution.

Define the function h(x), 0 < # < l , by

(2.7) h(x)=lst digit in D-ary expansion of x.

Now define random variables Zn by

(2.8) Zn-^hiXJ, n=0, ± 1 , •••

The Zn then form a stationary process, whose nature is clearly com-
pletely determined by G(x). It can be shown that

(2.9)

since P f X ^ ^ ΰ Z ^ - ^ X J j ^ l for all n. Also
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(2.10) Qt(Zn-l9 Zn^ . . ) =

holds with probability 1. The only sequences (Zn-U Zn-2, •••) for which
the two sides of (2.10) might be different are sequences other than
(D — 1, D — 1, •••) which terminate in unbroken (D —l)'s, and these can
be shown to have probability 0.

It can be shown from this that Qi(u) is a permissible version of

3 Continuity properties of the Qt. We assume that functions Qt

are given satisfying (2.1) and (2.2) and that functions ft are then defined
by (2.3).

We shall refer to a point x whose Z>ary expansion terminates in
an unbroken sequence of 0's as a lattice point.

If un=(Uι,u%, •••) is a sequence for each n=l, 2, •••, then un-+u
will mean that for each k, ul=uk for all n sufficiently large.

CONDITION A. For each i and u, un-+u implies Qi{un)->Qi(u) as
n-~>oo.

THEOREM 2. Under Condition A the fι{x) are continuous to the right
for each x, 0<#<Cl> and continuous to the left except possibly at lattice
points. Left-continuity holds at # = 1 .

COROLLARY. Under Condition A the fi(x) are Borel-measurάble {in
fact, belong to Baire class 1.).

The proof follows from the definition of the fι(x). The corollary
follows from the well-known fact that a function with only countably
many discontinuities belongs to Baire class 1.

4* Existence of stationary Zn- and Xn-ρrocesses Our procedure will
be as follows. We consider a Markov process Xn with transition pro-
babilities defined by (2.6), where the ft(x) are given functions. We
give conditions on the /<(#) which insure that the probabilities P{Xn<x
I-XJ=2/) are C-l summable to a distribution G{x) which is independent
of y. The distribution G(x) satisfies (2.4) and is the only stationary
distribution for the .X^-process.

Now let functions Qι(u) be given satisfying (2.1) and (2.2). Making
use of Theorem 1 we show that under certain restrictions on the Qt

there is a uniquely determined stationary process Zn satisfying (2.5)
with probability 1. This process is ergodic. It is discussed in Theorem 6.

Under somewhat stronger conditions Doeblin and Fortet proved
essentially that

limP(Zn=i\Z-lfZ-t, •••)
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exists wi th probability 1 and is independent of Z-λ, Z_2, •••.5 We shall

show the C-l anologue of this under t h e weaker conditions.

The method we use is a development of one used originally by

Doeblin in [5].

Now consider given functions fi(x)>0, i=0, • • - , / ) — 1 ; 0 < # < l

) = l We use t h e notation

to mean that the first m digits in the D-ary expansion of x are the
same as the first m in the expansion of y. We define

(4.2) 8m= sup |/,(aO-/4(2/)| , w=0, 1, ••-.
i, (x~y)m

Doeblin and Fortet used a condition which would be equivalent in the
present context to

(4.3) Σ£*O.
m=0

We shall use Condition B, expressed by the requirements

(4.4)

(4.5) Σ

We shall understand that any of the factors (l— DsΛ in (4.5) which

is zero or negative will be replaced by 1. As an example, Condition B
is satisfied provided we have for sufficiently large k

In addition to Condition B, some sort of condition of positivity will
be required. We shall choose the simplest one.

CONDITION C. For some i, )

It is easy to see how C can be replaced by weaker conditions. For
example, in the case D=2y fo(x)=x, Condition C is not satisfied but it
will be clear from the subsequent arguments that a condition sufficiently
like C is satisfied.

THEOREM 3. Let fι(x), ΐ = 0 , •••, D — 1, be nonnegativefunctions with

5 Simple examples show that the existence of limiting probabilities does not, in general,
imply the existence of a stationary distribution. The existence of at least one stationary
Z?rprocess can be shown under quite weak conditions. The difficulty is to show uniqueness.
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Ξ=1. Let Xn, n=0, 1, , be the variables of a Markov process with
Xo^y, 0<y<l and with transition law defined by (2.6).

Define

(4.6) Gn(y x)=P(Xn<x \ XQ=y) .

Then Conditions B and C imply that Gn(y x) is summάble C-l to a
distribution G(x) which is independent of y. If (4.3) holds then the
ordinary limit exists. In either case the limit is uniform in y.6

For the proof of Theorem 3 we require the following lemma about
sums of (not necessarily independent) random variables.

LEMMA 1. Let xX9x%9 , be positive integer-valued random variables.
Let sΛ=α?H Vxn and let um be the probability that for some j ive have
Sj=m, ra=l, 2, •••. Suppose

(4.7) P(xn>i \xi, a?2, , Xn-i)>Rι

ivhere the Rh are nonnegative numbers which are independent of xl9 •••,

xn-τ and n and satisfy

(4.8) ttRi==°°

Then

(4.9) lim ^Ύ Σ w w = 0 .

The proof of the lemma, which is closely related to a standard
renewal theorem, is simple, and is omitted.

Proof of Theorem 3. The method is related to an idea of Doeblin
[5], who proved the ergodic theorem for Markov chains with a finite
number of states by considering two particles starting in different
states, which move independently until they simultaneously occupy the
same state, after which they merge. An idea similar to Doeblin's
original one is used in [6], and a related device has been used by Hodges
and Rosenblatt [9].

In order not to obscure the main idea by details we give the proof
for the case D=2. Since Condition C holds we can just as well take

Then

1Dsk2

Let to,tl9 •., be independent random variables uniformly distributed
6 We use conditional probabilities Gn(y;x), etc., to mean those probabilities which are

uniquely determined by the Markov transition operator, starting from a given value y.
They are thus uniquely defined for all y.
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on (0, 1). Define processes Xn and X'n as follows : XQ=y, X'0=y'9 0<y, yf

< 1 . Suppose Xn and X'n are determined. Then

Xn for tn<fQ(Xn)

z+-\Xn for tn>f0(Xn);

while

/ 1 X ; for tn<>f0(X'n)

X' - J
•**• n+i •<

~Xn for

It is convenient to let Un (U'n) designate the transformation applied
to I w ( i ; ) . That is, Un=ί[U'n=ί] if X w + 1 =(i
Then

(4.10)

From (4.10) we then have

(4.11) P(Un=U'n, Un+1=U'n+u

independently of Xn, Xn.

Now t h e event {Un=U'ni •••, Un+k=U'n+k} implies7

(4.12) (Xn+k+ι = X ' n + k + 1 ) k + ι

which in turn implies

(4.13) \xn+k+ι-x;ι+k+1\<2-^.

Let us say that an "engagement" occurs on the nth. step if
Un-r^Un-ι9 Un=Ur

n. If we interpret the random variables xu xi9 •••
of Lemma 1 as the intervals between successive engagements, we see
from (4.11), (4.12), Conditions B and C, and Lemma 1 that

C4 14Ϊ Γm E χ P e c t e d no. engagements in 1st N steps = Q

the limit in (4.14) being uniform in the starting points y and y'.
It can be shown from (4.14) that for any £>0, we have,

(4.15) lim - 1 iΣP(|X,-X;|>£) = 0 ,

7 A slight modification is necessary if 2/ = l or yr — \.
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uniformly in y and y'. The argument is roughly as follows. Whenever
Un^rU'n, the length of time till an engagement occurs is small, with
uniformly high probability, because of Condition C. Therefore, if only
a small number of engagements have occurred in the first N steps,
where N is large, then the probability is high that UN=^U^y UN-τ=Ur

N-lf

• •> i7w-fc=i7w--fc where k is large. Thus (4.15) follows from (4.13). (It
is easy to make this argument precise.) A simple type of argument
then shows that P(Xn<,x\Xo=y) is C-l summable to a distribution G(x)
which is independent of y. Moreover the difference

(4.16)

goes to zero uniformly in y at all points of continuity of G{x).
If the stronger condition (4.3) holds, as well as Condition C, we

can replace (4.15) by the stronger statement

(4,17) P(|Xw-X;|>£)->0 .

In fact, with probability 1 we have Un=U'n for all sufficiently large n
in this case. We then get actual convergence, rather than just C-l
summability, of the distributions to G(x).

THEOREM 4. Assume that Conditions B and C hold. Then G(x) of
Theorem 3 either has a single discontinuity of magnitude 1 at one of the
points 0, H(D— 1), 2/(D — 1), •••, 1 or is continuous.

Proof. First let i in Condition C be 0. If / 0 (0)=l it is clear that
G(x) has a jump of magnitude 1 at a?=0, and conversely. If / 0(0)<l,
G(x) is everywhere continuous. First, G(x) must be continuous at 0.
For let K and n be integers, 0<^K<^n. Consider an Xw-process with
an arbitrary starting point X0=y. If the D-ary expansion of Xn begins
with K 0's then Un-ι-=Uil-%=» =E7n_κ:=0. Hence

(4.18)

Now no matter what is the value of Xn-K=x, we have

(4.19)

Because / 0(0)<l and fo(x) is continuous at 0, the right side of (4.19)
->0 as iΓ->co, uniformly in x. Using (4.18) and (4.19), we have continuity
of G(x) at 0.

Similar arguments show continuity of G(x) at other points x. The
argument is almost the same if the i of Condition C is not 0.

THEOREM 5. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, G{x) is a stationary
absolute distribution for the Xn-process and satisfies (2.4). It is the only
stationary distribution.
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Simple examples show that if the fι(x) do not satisfy the proper
continuity conditions, there can be a limiting distribution independent
of the starting point which is nevertheless not a stationary distribution.

The uniqueness of the stationary distribution, once its existence is
known, is an immediate consequence of the existence of a C-l limiting
distribution for Xn uniformly independent of Xo.

In the case / i(i/(D-l)) = l it is readily verified that P{Xn=-il(D-l))
= 1 is a stationary distribution satisfying (2.4). We can thus limit
ourselves below to the case where G(x) is continuous. (Theorem 4.)

Instead of starting with a fixed value for XQ it is now convenient
to give Xo an arbitrary continuous distribution GQ(x) assigning probability
1 to the interval (0, 1). Letting Gn(x)=P(Xn<x) we have

(4.20) Gn+ι(x)= Σ1 \DX~J fj(y)dGM , n=0, 1, • .
j=o Jo

Then Gn(x) is continuous for each n, and we know from Theorem 3
that Gn{x) is summable to G{x). It follows from Condition B that it
is justified to pass to the limit under the integral sign in (4.20) (C-l
limit if necessary), and Theorem 5 follows.

We can now give the main results of the present section. As
before u and uf will denote sequences of integers between 0 and D —1
inclusive. For convenience we let V denote the set of all sequences
which terminate in unbroken (D— l)'s, with the single exception of the
sequence, each of whose members is D — l. For any stationary process
whatever it can be shown that

Prob [(2^,31,, ...)ePΠ=Prob[(Zi,Z2, -- )eV] = 0 .

We use the notation {u^ιιf)m to mean that the first m elements in
the u sequence are the same as the first m elements in the u' sequence.

D-l

Now let Qι(u) be nonnegative functions of u with ^Qi(u) = l and

define

(4.21) βm= sup IQM-Q.^)].
i, (U=u')m

Then the quantities 8m defined by (4.21) are identical with those defined
by (4.2) if functions ft{x) are defined by (2.3).

We shall say that the QL satisfy Condition B if (4.4) and (4.5) are
satisfied. These are requirements that the future is conditioned only
slightly by the remote past. Condition C will mean that for some j

(4.22) Q,(^)>z/> 0 ,

Now let / be a finite sequence of integers,
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and let

(A 2^0 Ωn(v\==:P(7 =o 7 =7* \Z =?J •)

The quantities Qί(u) are to be interpreted as defined, relative to the
" past" u, by means of the Qi{u) they thus have meaning even before
it is known that there is a stationary absolute distribution.

THEOREM 6. Let the functions Qt{u) satisfy Conditions B and C.
Then

a) there exists a stationary process Zn such that (1.1) holds with
probability 1

b) this is the only stationary process for which (1.1) holds;
c) the C-Λ limit of Q%u) exists for every u {except those in the set

V defined above) for every I, and is equal to the stationary
measure of I. The (7-1 limit is approached uniformly in u.

d) For every u not in V we have, for each i=0, 1, •••, D — 1 , '

(4.24) lim P(Z0=i\Z.1=ul9 «, Z-k=uk) = Q^u) ,
JC—>co

provided the left side of (4.24) is defined for each k.
Proof. Define functions ft{x) by (2.3). From Theorem 3 there is a

unique distribution G{x) satisfying (2.4). From Theorem 1 there exists
a stationary Zw-process for which (1.1) holds with probability 1. As
remarked in §2, the nature of the Z^-process is determined by the
distribution G. Hence, since G is uniquely determined, so is the Zn-
process. This proves (a) and (b) above.

The proof of (c) is an immediate consequence of the relation be-
tween the Zn- and Xw-processes, together with Theorems 3 and 5. A
slight modification is required if u=(l, 1, •-•).

The relation in (d) above is, it is well known, true for almost all
u. A simple argument shows that it holds for every u not in V.

5 Further properties of G{x). We now change our point of view
somewhat. Suppose we are given a stationary infinite-order chain Zn

as defined in the introduction. Define

(5.1) Xn=Zn-1\Ώ-\-Zn-<ί\ΏίΛ- - , rc=O, ± 1 , -•- .

Then Xn is a stationary process.
We shall further suppose throughout § 5 that the Zn-process is of the

mixing type.8 The Xn-process then is likewise.

Let the functions Qi(u) be defined by

8 See [1O, p. 36]. Roughly, if A and B are events, and B(n) is the event B translated
n units in time, then P[AB(n)]—>P(A)P(B).
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As in §2 we then define functions ft(x) by

(5.2) fi(x)=Qi(u) , i = 0 , •••, D-l,

where .uλu^ is the Z>-ary expansion of x. The functions Qι(u) are
defined at least for almost all ̂ -sequences (" almost all" in the sense of
the measure on sequences in the J£w-process.)

Let G(x) be the distribution of Xn. It is then clear that the
functions ft(x) are defined for almost all x (G-measure). It is also
readily seen that the ^-process is Markovian and that G(x) satisfies
(2.4) with the fix) defined by (5.2).

Remark on uniqueness. Let G* be a distribution satisfying (2.4),
with G*(0 — ) = 0, G*(l)=l, and suppose G* is absolutely continuous with
respect to G. Then G and G* are identical. This follows from the
general theory of Markov processes.

LEMMA 2. Let Zn be a stationary infinite-order chain as defined in
the introduction. Suppose Zn is mixing. Let

and let G(x) be distribution of Xn. Then G either has a single dis-
continuity of magnitude 1 at one of the points 0, 1/(D —1), •••, 1 or is
continuous.

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4 and is omitted.
LEMMA 3. Under the conditions of Lemma 2, G(x), if it is continous,

is either purely singular or purely absolutely continuous.
Proof. Suppose we have the continuous case. To obtain a con-

tradiction let us suppose

where Gx and G2 are the singular and the absolutely continuous parts
of G respectively, neither being identically zero.

If we write (2.4) in the operator form G=TG, then we have

(5.3) ciG^TGO^-d-cXGz-TGJ.

Now it is easily seen from the nature of T that TGλ is singular and
TGZ is absolutely continuous. Moreover, neither G1 — TG1 nor GZ — TGZ

can vanish identically. This follows from the remark above on uniqueness.
Thus (5.3) is a contradiction.

LEMMA 4. Under the conditions of Lemma 2, the f.t are determined
uniquely by G up to a set of G-measure 0.

For from (2.4) we have

(5.4) G(x)-
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Uniqueness of the f% follows from (5.4) and the Nikodym-Radon theorem.
THEOREM 7. Let Zn be a stationary infinite-order chain of the mixing

type. Let

and let G(x) be the distribution of Xn. Then G(x) is one of the three
following types.

(a) G(x) has a single jump of magnitude 1 at one of the points
il(D-l), i=0, •••, D — l. This is true if and only if P(Zn=i)=l.

(b) G(x)=x, 0 < # < l . This is true if and only if the Zn are inde-
pendent, each being equidistributed on 0, 1, •••, D — l.

(c) G(x) is continuous and purely singular.

Proof. If G(x) has any discontinuities, then (a) follows from Lemma
2. Next we introduce the moment-generating function (s is any com-
plex number)

φ(8)=[έ»dG(x) .
Jo

From (2.4) it follows that φ satisfies

(5.5) φ(Ds)=φ(s) + Σi(e*-l)\1e'*fJ(x)dG(x) .
J-ι Jo

Setting s=2πki, i = τ / —i, we have

(5.6) φ(2πkDi)=φ(2πki) , k=±l, ±2, . . . .

First suppose φ(2πki)=0, k= ± 1, ±2, . Since φ(it) is the characteristic
function of a distribution on (0, 1), it is uniquely determined by its
values at the points 2πki hence in this case

%t

and G(x)=x. It can be verified directly that (2.4) is satisfied with
G(χ)=χ and fj(x)=llD. From Lemma 4, this is the only case where
G(x)=x can occur.

Next suppose that for some integer k we have φ(2πki)^0. Iteration
of (5.6) shows that φ(it) does not-»0 as £-»oo or £->-oo and hence G
is not purely absolutely continuous. Thus Lemma 3 shows that G, if
continuous and not of type (b), is purely singular.9

9 The fact that G has in general no absolutely continuous component can be seen from
a simple argument not involving Fourier transforms.
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6. Grouped Markov chains* Let Yn be the variables of a Markov

chain with a finite number of states, which we shall call 1, 2, •••, K.

Let the transition matrix be M=(ptJ), i, j=lf - — ,K. We assume

Pij^>0. Otherwise, even if some power of M has all positive elements,

there may be complications. We also assume i Γ > l . Now let the states

of the chain be divided into D mutually exclusive and exhaustive

nonempty subsets Bo, , BD-X. We can define an infinite-order chain

Zn by

(6.1) Z^i^Y^B,.

We shall call such a process a grouped Markov chain. We shall be
particularly interested in the case where the Y^-process, and hence the
Zw-process, is stationary. We show that Conditions B and C are satisfied,
determine the distribution of the " p a s t " of the Zw-process, and show
how the functions Qι(u) and the corresponding fi(x), can be determined.
The Qi or ft give the solution to the problem of predicting the future
values of Zn, given the past.

We first give a result about Markov chains.

THEOREM 8. Let M=(Pij) be the transition matrix of a Markov chain,

i, j = 1, •••, i Γ > l t Pij^>Q- Let Yn be the variables of the chain. Let

(6.2) λ= min

(Note that 0<CΛ<ΊL ) For each n=l, 2, •••, let An be a nonempty subset

of states of the chain. Let g and h be two states. Then

(6.3) \P(Yn+1eAn+1\Y0=g, ^ e A, •••, YneAn)

-P(YΛ+1eAn+1\Y0=h,Y1eA1, - ,Yne An)\<(l~ty ,
rc=l, 2, . . . .

The proof is omitted. It can be carried out with Doeblin's "two-
particle" method.

It is readily shown that for every u, OKutKD — l, the limit

lim P(ZQ=i\ Z-!=ulf - , Z-k=uk)

exists, for the grouped Markov chain. We may take this limit as a
permissible version of Qi(u) for the ZTO-process defined by (6.1). It can
also be seen that

(6.4) \Qi{u)-Qiu')\<{l-λT-1 , m = l , 2, . ,

whenever the first m terms of u and uf coincide. Thus Condition B is
satisfied with10

10 The stronger condition (4.3) is of course, also satisfied.
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Condition C is a consequence of the obvious fact that the Qι(u) are
uniformly positive.

THEOREM 9. Let Zn be defined by (6.1). Let

(6.5) Xn= ±Zn-jlD>

and let G(x) be the distribution of Xn. Then G(x) is continuous, 0 < # < l ,
and strictly increasing, 0 < # < l .

Theorem 7 is applicable since Zn is of the mixing type. Since Zn

has a positive probability of taking at least two distinct values (we are
assuming Z7>1), continuity follows. The strictly increasing character
of G follows from the fact that the event (Z-1=ul9 , Z-k=uk) has
positive probability for every sequence 0<uly . ,^fc<Z> — 1.

DEFINITIONS. Let Yn and Zn be as in (6.1) and let Xn be defined
by (6.5). Define

(6.6) Hj(x)=P(Xn<x\Yn=j) , 0^x<h 3 = 1, 2,.- ,K,

(6.7) θls)=Ϋes*dHό{x) , j=l, 2,-- ,K,
J

s any complex number.
Let πjf j=l, , K be the (unique) set of stationary probabilities

satisfying

(6.8) τr,= i > r p r J , 3 = h .- ,ίΓ.
r = l

Let pfj be the set of inverse probabilities

(6.9) Vts=V^lπi .

Let M(s) be the matrix defined as follows:

(6.10) M(s)=(p*es^)

where κ(j) = k when i belongs to the group of states Bk.

THEOREM 10. (See preceding definitions.) The function θj(s), j=l9

• , Kj is the sum of the elements in the jth row of the convergent
matrix product

(6.11) M(8/D) M(sjDη M(s/D3)....

Proof. Let FJ be the variables of a stationary inverse Markov
chain with transition probabilities given by (6.9) and let Z*=^i when
Y* e Bt. It is clear that Z* is inverse to the Zw-process in the sense
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that the process Ztn obeys the same probabilistic laws as the ^-process.
Define

(Incidentally Xtι and Xt follow the same law, not inverse laws.)
It is clear that Hj(x), as defined in (6.6) above, is also given by

(6.12) Hj(x)=P(X^<x \Y*=j) .

We now use (6.12) to find the functions Hj(x).
Suppose r is an integer, 0 < r < Z > - l , and suppose r/D<ix<C(r

that is, x=.ru2u3- ••. Then

(6.13)

PfmHm(Dx-r),

Next we note that X* has the same distribution G(x) as Xn. Moreover

(6.14) G(x)=P(Xϊ<x)= Σ πrHr(x) .

Since G(x) is continuous (Theorem 9), the Hr(x) must also be continuous.
Now (6.13) implies the differential relationship

(6.15) dHj(x)^ Σ pfmd[Hm(Dx-r)]
B

Denning θj(s) by (6.7) and letting θ(s) be the column vector whose
components are the ΘJ9 we see that (6.15) implies (multiplying both sides
of (6.15) by eDsx and integrating)

(6.16) Θ(Ds)==M(s)Θ(s) ,

where M(s) is defined in (6.10). Iterating (6.16) and replacing s by sjD
gives

Θ(s)=M(slD)- -M(slDn)Θ(slDn) .

Since ^(0) = l, Θ(sjDn) approaches the column vector each of whose
components is 1 as n-><^, while M(sjDn) approaches the stochastic
matrix (pf;). The powers (pt<)n converge exponentially as w->oo, and it
is readily seen that the elements of the difference M{sjDn) - (p*) are
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O(D~n), where O is uniform in s for any bounded s-region. Hence the
matrix product in (6.11) converges uniformly in any bounded s-region,
and Theorem 10 follows.

The θj(s) and the Hj(x) can be calculated in various ways. One
possibility is to determine the coefficients in the power-series expansions
of the θj by differentiating (6.16) at s=0. The values of the θό on
some interval near 0 on the imaginary axis can be calculated, and (6.16)
can then be used to determine the θό on the rest of the imaginary
axis.

We can now find the functions Qi(u) and fi{x) for grouped Markov
chains. In theorem 11, Zn is a grouped Markov chain as defined above.

THEOREM 11. Let uly •• ,wfc be integers, 0<CUj<CD—l. Then

where

and

+ukIDk , x^Ui

G(x)= Σ π,HJix.

+ ukIDk + D-k ,

The proof is merely a reinterpretation of Theorem 10.
We thus have an expression for the conditional distribution of Zn

if a finite segment of the past is known.
Next we consider the situation when the complete past is known.

Consider the XB-process and the associated functions f-{%). Then, if
X=.U1U-1 ' ',

(6.17) —A-
dG(x)

where (6.17) holds for every x, 0<JE<O, provided we take right-hand
derivatives on the right side. Thus (6.17) gives the conditional distri-
bution for Zn if the complete past is known.

Example. Suppose

3

1
K 2

4

3

2

3
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Then 7Γi=4/ll, 7Γ2=3/11, 7Γ3=4/11, and in this case ptj^Pij- Take states
1 and 2 as Bo, state 3 as Blf so that D=2. The ̂ (s) then satisfy the
equations

(6.18) 0,(28)= * 0!(s) + -*-0a(s) + J β flsίs)

which, with the conditions ^(0) = l, determine them uniquely. The
Hj{x) can then be determined by Fourier inversion.
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